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To whom it may concern,
I am writing to express my extreme opposition to the extension of the state of emergency in
Queensland. Enough is enough.
 
This virus has infected lots of people I know and with only one exception, all have reported they
had a harder time with ‘the flu’ than with COVID. It is no longer a serious threat to our
community, and anyone who wants a vaccine has had plenty of time to get one. What IS a
serious threat to our community is the segregation and disruption caused to families and
businesses when some members cannot attend social or other functions that others want to
organise. To each their own, but family should not have to push medical decisions on other
family members just so that they can attend the anniversary dinner or family birthday party at a
restaurant, café or pub. This is the sort of thing that is happening. Businesses should not have to
go short-staffed because a staff member doesn’t want to have a drug injected into them. And it
is a drug, the TGA says so itself. Some people want to wait until the clinical trial is over in May
2023. Others have had family members suffer side effects that they don’t want to go through
themselves. My friend’s brother developed a heart condition from Pfizer, which appears to be
permanent. My patient’s cardiologist told her that he has many very sick patients with vaccine-
induced myocarditis and that the effects for some last a very long time. This patient herself has
had 8 weeks of severe symptoms from myocarditis after her Pfizer shot. Do you blame people
for not wanting to take this kind of risk?
 
Please stop this nonsense. Some of it was valid for a time, but the doomsday predictions have
NOT come true, our hospital system has been no worse off than its normal level of dysfunction,
and businesses and families are hurting because of unnecessary mandates. Research in the USA
shows that children’s IQ levels are SERIOUSLY suffering because of mask wearing (by their
parents.) The true cost of this pandemic has been greatly increased by the measures used to
control it. We don’t need any more, please let us get back on with our lives.
 
My will is that this bill is not passed and the state of emergency is ended.
 
Regards,
Nicole Hargreaves
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